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Abstract: In this work, the synthesis of zinc oxide (ZnO) photocatalyst from thermal decomposition
of zinc acetate (ZnAc) nanoparticles obtained by supercritical antisolvent (SAS) precipitation was
investigated. The optimization of calcination conditions of the SAS ZnAc was carried out, studying
the effect of temperature (in the range 300–600 ◦C) on the production of ZnO nanoparticles. In
particular, it was demonstrated that the organic residues in ZnO and its particle size, thus the specific
surface area, strongly affect the photocatalytic performances. SAS micronization of ZnAc produces
regular nanoparticles with a mean diameter of about 54.5 ± 11.5 nm, whereas unprocessed ZnAc is
characterized by very large crystals. The experimental results evidenced that ZnAc prepared by SAS
process calcined at 500 ◦C showed a regular nanometric structure (mean diameter: 65.0 ± 14.5 nm)
and was revealed to be the best choice for the photocatalytic removal of crystal violet dye (CV). In fact,
the photocatalytic activity performances of ZnO nanoparticles prepared by this route were higher
with respect to that of ZnO from unprocessed ZnAc calcined at 500 ◦C (which is characterized by
irregular tetrapods with mean size 181.1 ± 65.5 nm). The optimized photocatalyst was able to assure
the complete CV decolorization in 60 min of UV irradiation time and a mineralization degree higher
than 90% after 120 min of treatment time.

Keywords: ZnO; supercritical antisolvent precipitation; zinc acetate; crystal violet dye; photocatalysis;
water and wastewater treatment

1. Introduction

Nowadays, organic dyes are considered the main pollutants in the wastewater coming from a large
number of industries, including textile, paint, paper, ink, rubber, and plastic manufacturing activities.
It is estimated that approximately 15–20% of these dyes are lost during synthesis or processing and
they are released in the industrial wastewaters [1–3]. Organic dyes are generally present in wastewater
in concentrations ranging from 5 to 1500 mg/L, causing serious problems for the environment and the
health of living organisms, such as carcinogenic and mutagenic effects, due to their toxicity [4].

Conventional methods used to remove dyes from the wastewater, like biological processes,
flocculation, coagulation, filtration, and precipitation, have some drawbacks, mainly due to a low
removal efficiency [5,6], since dyes are stable to the light and the oxidizing agent [7]. On the contrary,
a promising alternative is the heterogeneous photocatalysis [8,9], which is an advanced oxidation
technology that allows removal of a great variety of organic pollutants with a very efficient degradation
rate [10–12].

Up to now, different semiconductor materials have been employed to treat the colored wastewater
though photocatalytic methods, especially titanium dioxide (TiO2), which still has several limits as well
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as most of the photocatalysts studied, i.e., the deactivation caused by ions scavengers in the solution
and a low degradation kinetic in the presence of a high content of dyes in aqueous samples [13]. These
disadvantages can be overcome by using zinc oxide (ZnO), which recently has received a considerable
interest in the photocatalytic field because of its non-toxicity, low cost, high catalytic efficiency, wide
band gap energy (3.37 eV at room temperature), and great potential to adsorb UV light irradiation [14].
In some literature works, it was also demonstrated that ZnO is more effective than TiO2 to remove
pollutants in the wastewater [15], including organic dyes [16].

For all these reasons, many studies focused on the improvement of ZnO photocatalytic performance,
for example by the deposition of noble metals on ZnO surface, such as Au, Pt, Pd, and Ag [17–20], or
the doping of ZnO [13,21,22].

Another promising approach to enhance the photocatalytic performance is the particle size
reduction of ZnO, or generally speaking, of semiconductors, because it is well known that the physical
and chemical properties are strongly influenced by the morphology and particle size [23].

In this perspective, the method employed to produce ZnO nanoparticles plays an important
role in the control of morphology and size. Traditional synthesis methods, such as precipitation,
coprecipitation, colloidal methods, sol-gel processing, water-oil microemulsions method, hydrothermal
synthesis, solvothermal, sonochemical, as well as polyol method [24], make it difficult to obtain
well-separated nanoparticles with a narrow particle size distribution (PSD). Moreover, a massive use
of organic and inorganic solvents, like nitrates, ammonia, diethylene glycol [25], ethylene glycol [26],
2-methoxyethanol with monoethanolamine [27], and hydroxides, are often required to obtain ZnO
nanopowders [28–31].

An innovative environmentally friendly route to produce high-activity catalyst nanoparticles in
a controlled manner is the supercritical anti solvent (SAS) precipitation [32–34], which is the most
effective micronization technique based on the use of supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) as an
antisolvent. In particular, the SAS process is based on the following main prerequisites: scCO2 has
to be completely miscible with the liquid solvent used during the process, whereas the solute to be
micronized has to be soluble in the selected solvent and insoluble in the mixture solvent/scCO2 [35,36].
The very fast diffusion of scCO2 into the liquid solvent produces the supersaturation of the solute
leading to its precipitation in form of nanoparticles. This phenomenon, in addition to the quasi-zero
surface tension of scCO2, allows one to obtain particles of smaller size with a narrow PSD with
respect to the traditional micronization techniques. Another advantage of the application of the SAS
technique to produce catalysts is the decreased use of toxic and polluting solvents, which lowers the
environmental impact of long-term catalyst preparation. In addition to this, conventional methods of
catalysts synthesis often involve obtaining not completely pure catalysts due to the organic residues.

It is worthwhile to note that, as far as we know, only two papers were focused on the preparation by
SAS process of TiO2 to be used as photocatalyst [37,38]. Therefore, the effectiveness of SAS precipitation
for photocatalytic applications is still unexplored.

For this reason, for the first time, in this work the use of zinc acetate nanoparticles produced by
SAS technique as precursor of ZnO photocatalyst was attempted. The optimization of the calcination
conditions and photocatalytic tests for the removal of an organic dye from aqueous solutions were
carried out. In detail, crystal violet (CV) was chosen as the model dye, being one of the main widespread
dying agents and because of its related toxicity [39,40].

2. Results

2.1. Characterization of ZnAc Nanoparticles by SAS Technique

Zinc acetate (ZnAc) nanoparticles were produced by the SAS technique according to the
results obtained in a previous work [41] focused on the micronization of ZnAc. In detail, selecting
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) as liquid solvent, SAS experiments were performed using a flow rate of
the liquid solution and of CO2 equal to 1 mL ×min−1 and 30 g ×min−1, respectively. Moreover, the
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operating temperature and pressure were set at 40 ◦C and 150 bar, whereas a concentration of ZnAc in
DMSO equal to 15 mg ×mL−1 was chosen. DMSO is one of the best solvents used for SAS process, as
shown by SAS literature; in particular, in this specific case, the use of DMSO allowed us to respect
the basic hypotheses of the supercritical antisolvent precipitation: ZnAc powder is recovered in the
precipitator at the end of the SAS experiment and not extracted by scCO2.

The field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) analyses revealed that unprocessed
ZnAc is characterized by very large crystals, whose surface is shown in Figure 1a; whereas, SAS
processed ZnAc is formed by nanoparticles (Figure 1b) with a mean diameter of about 54.5 ± 11.5 nm.
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Figure 1. Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images of unprocessed zinc acetate 
(ZnAc) (a) and supercritical antisolvent (SAS) ZnAc nanoparticles (b) precipitated from 
dimethylsulfoxide DMSO at 150 bar, 40 °C, and 15 mg × mL−1. 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) analyses were also performed for unprocessed 
and SAS processed ZnAc. The obtained results are reported in Figure 2. The comparison of the 
corresponding spectra demonstrated that some changes occurred in the powders after the SAS 
process, probably due to a carbonation process that occurred in the presence of CO2 [41]. However, 
this modification was not significant to produce the ZnO photocatalyst, since a thermal 
decomposition step was necessary after the ZnAc micronization process. 
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Figure 2. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of unprocessed and supercritical antisolvent 
(SAS) processed zinc acetate (ZnAc). 

Figure 1. Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images of unprocessed zinc
acetate (ZnAc) (a) and supercritical antisolvent (SAS) ZnAc nanoparticles (b) precipitated from
dimethylsulfoxide DMSO at 150 bar, 40 ◦C, and 15 mg ×mL−1.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) analyses were also performed for unprocessed
and SAS processed ZnAc. The obtained results are reported in Figure 2. The comparison of the
corresponding spectra demonstrated that some changes occurred in the powders after the SAS process,
probably due to a carbonation process that occurred in the presence of CO2 [41]. However, this
modification was not significant to produce the ZnO photocatalyst, since a thermal decomposition step
was necessary after the ZnAc micronization process.
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Moreover, specific surface area (SSA) was measured using the Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET)
equation for unprocessed and SAS processed ZnAc. In particular, an increase of the SSA after the
SAS process from 3 m2

× g−1 to 20 m2
× g−1 was observed. As can be seen from the FESEM results

(Figure 1), the increase of SSA could be attributed to the lower value of ZnAC particle size obtained by
the SAS technique.

2.2. Characterization of ZnO Photocatalysts

With the aim of obtaining zinc oxide, ZnAc nanoparticles produced by SAS were calcined at
different temperatures (300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C) to investigate the effect of different calcination
conditions, which can strongly influence the characteristics of the samples [42]. Moreover, in order
to do a comparison, unprocessed ZnAc was also calcined at 500 ◦C to evaluate the potential of SAS
process in the preparation of a ZnO photocatalyst.

A summary of the samples calcined at different temperatures is reported in Table 1 with the
indication of the calcination temperature (Tc), morphology, mean diameter (m.d.), and standard
deviation (s.d.) of particles, in addition to SSA and band-gap energy values.

Table 1. Summary of the experimental results (Tc = calcination temperature; NP = nanoparticles; m.d.
= mean diameter; s.d. = standard deviation).

Sample Tc
(◦C) Morphology m.d. ± s.d.

(nm)
BET Surface Area

(m2
× g−1)

Band-Gap
Energy (eV)

ZnO SAS

300 NP 38.6 ± 7.1 33 3.12
400 NP 57.3 ± 10.5 15 3.07
500 NP 65.0 ± 14.5 12 3.10
600 NP 156.7 ± 30.1 6 3.15

ZnO from
unprocessed ZnAc 500 Tetrapods 181.1 ± 65.5 5 3.17

FESEM images of the various ZnO samples are reported in Figure 3. It can be observed that
ZnO obtained from unprocessed ZnAc was characterized by irregular tetrapods (Figure 3d). On the
contrary, ZnO produced from SAS processed ZnAc showed in any case a regular nanometric structure
(Figure 3a–d) with a mean diameter that increased by increasing the calcination temperature, probably
due to the sintering phenomena. In particular, slightly coalescing nanoparticles were observed when
ZnO was obtained with a calcination temperature of 600 ◦C.
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it is evident that the ZnO sample obtained from the calcination of ZnAC micronized by the SAS 
technique at 500 °C (ZnOsas500) showed a higher specific surface area (12 m2 × g−1) than the one 
obtained from the unprocessed ZnAc sample obtained with the same calcination temperature 
(ZnOac500), being equal to 5 m2 × g−1. It is important to underline that generally a larger surface area 
offers more active adsorption sites that are catalytically active, which means that a higher surface 
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Figure 3. Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles
obtained from supercritical antisolvent (SAS) processed zinc acetate (ZnAc) calcined at 300 ◦C (a),
400 ◦C (b), 500 ◦C (c), and 600 ◦C (d); and ZnO produced from unprocessed ZnAc (e).

The SSA of all the prepared ZnO samples is also reported in Table 1. From the BET measurement, it
is evident that the ZnO sample obtained from the calcination of ZnAC micronized by the SAS technique
at 500 ◦C (ZnOsas500) showed a higher specific surface area (12 m2

× g−1) than the one obtained from
the unprocessed ZnAc sample obtained with the same calcination temperature (ZnOac500), being
equal to 5 m2

× g−1. It is important to underline that generally a larger surface area offers more active
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adsorption sites that are catalytically active, which means that a higher surface area could result in a
higher photocatalytic activity [43].

In order to identify the characteristic groups of zinc oxide, ZnO samples were analyzed by FT-IR
spectroscopy as shown in Figure 4. According to the literature [44], in any case, FT-IR spectra of ZnO
samples exhibited a peak at about 3450 cm−1 assigned to the vibrations of O-H and the bands attributed
to the stretching vibrations of Zn-OH and Zn-O at about 900 cm−1 and 450 cm−1, respectively. The only
difference was the presence of the strong peak related to the symmetric valency band of C-H at about
3000 cm−1 in the spectrum of ZnO from unprocessed ZnAc (ZnOac500). This peak was less evident
in ZnO prepared from SAS ZnAc calcined at 300 and 400 ◦C and it seemed to completely disappear
when SAS ZnAc nanoparticles were calcined at 500 and 600 ◦C (Figure 4b), probably as a result of a
better removal of the organic parts due to the higher specific surface area. This achievement confirmed
that the SAS micronization allowed production of very pure ZnO catalysts even at lower calcination
temperatures. The Raman spectra of all ZnO samples in the range 200–2000 cm−1 are shown in Figure 5.
All prepared ZnO samples, in the range 200–1200 cm−1 showed six main bands at 275, 333, 380.9, 436,
581, and 1150 cm−1, related to the zinc oxide [45]. The main band observed at 436 cm−1 corresponded
to the non-polar optical phonons E2 (high) mode of ZnO in wurtzite ZnO form [46]. The features
located at 333 and 380.9 cm−1 corresponded to the multi-phonon scattering process E2H–E2L and A1

(TO) phonons of ZnO crystal, respectively [13], while the peak at 581 cm−1 corresponded to E1 (LO)
mode. The low intense bands in the range 1025–1200 cm−1 were attributed to the optical overtones
and associated with the second-order Raman active modes of ZnO [47]. In the range 1200–2000 cm−1

the sample ZnOac500 showed strong Raman signals associated to the bending vibration of water at
1650 cm−1, to the symmetric and antisymmetric C-O vibrations as well as to two CH3 deformations
(Figure 5a) [47]. It is important to underline that these bands almost disappeared when SAS ZnAc
nanoparticles were calcined at 500 ◦C (ZnOsas500).
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Figure 4. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of (a) zinc oxide (ZnO) from supercritical antisolvent
(SAS) zinc acetate (ZnAc) nanoparticles calcined at 500 ◦C and ZnO from unprocessed ZnAc calcined
at 500 ◦C; (b) ZnO from SAS ZnAc nanoparticles calcined at 300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C.
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Figure 5. Raman shift of (a) zinc oxide (ZnO) from supercritical antisolvent (SAS) zinc acetate (ZnAc)
nanoparticles calcined at 500 ◦C and ZnO from unprocessed ZnAc calcined at 500 ◦C; (b) ZnO from
SAS ZnAc nanoparticles calcined at 300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C.

The optical properties (Figure 6) and electronic band gap energies (Table 1) of ZnO samples
were analyzed using UV-Vis DRS spectroscopy. The reflectance spectrum of the two ZnO samples
calcined at the same temperature (500 ◦C) exhibited a different trend (Figure 6a). In particular, the
ZnOsas500 sample showed a decrease of the reflectance values from 440 nm while the absorption
onset of ZnOac500 sample was lower and equal to 410 nm. This red shift may be attributed to the
increase of agglomeration size occurring in the samples [48–51]. In fact, as previously observed from
the FESEM images, the ZnOac550 sample appeared as nano tetrapods with mean size almost equal to
181 nm while the sample ZnOsas500 had a regular nanometric structure with mean size almost equal
to 65 nm. Figure 6b shows the effect of calcination temperature on the reflectance spectrum of ZnO
samples. Additionally, in this case, the trend was in good agreement with the mean size particles as
evidenced from FESEM analysis; the increase of particles size (from 35 to 156 nm) due to the calcination
temperature led to a little red shift of the absorption onset [51]. Based on the reflectance data, the
optical band gap energy of the samples was measured by the extrapolation of the linear portion of the
graph between the modified Kubelka-Munk function (F(R) × h × ν)2 versus the photon energy (h ×
ν); the obtained values are reported in Table 1. The optical band gap values were about 3.17 eV for
ZnOac500 and 3.10 eV for ZnOsas500, confirming that the optical band gap of ZnO could be tuned by
using different synthesis techniques [52]. In addition, the calcination temperature slightly influenced
the band gap value that was equal to 3.12 eV (for ZnOsas300), 3.07 eV (for ZnOsas400), 3.10 eV (for
ZnOsas500), and 3.15 eV (for ZnOsas600). Despite the calcination temperature inducing differences
in the ZnO crystallinity [43], in our case, it could be argued that the increase of particle size with
the increase of calcination temperature possessed low impact in the crystalline structure of ZnO and
therefore, the defects were likely quite similar [53]. This probably induced no significantly differences
in the UV absorption edge and, as a consequence, the band gap energy values were similar for the
samples calcined at different temperature [53].
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Figure 6. UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of (a) zinc oxide (ZnO) from supercritical antisolvent (SAS)
zinc acetate (ZnAc) nanoparticles calcined at 500 ◦C and ZnO from unprocessed ZnAc calcined at
500 ◦C; (b) ZnO from SAS ZnAc nanoparticles calcined at 300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C.

2.3. Photocatalytic Activity Results

Figure 7 shows the photocatalytic results of CV degradation using the ZnOac500 and ZnOsas500
samples under UV irradiation.
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Figure 7. Photocatalytic decolorization of crystal violet (CV) using ZnOac500 and ZnOsas500 under
UV irradiation.

At irradiation times lower than 60 min, the C/C0 values for ZnOsas500 were always lower than
the values observed for the ZnOac500 sample. Therefore, the photocatalytic activity results evidenced
that the best CV decolorization performances were achieved using the ZnOsas500 sample, leading to
the almost total CV decolorization after 60 min of UV irradiation. It is worthwhile to note that, in the
case of ZnOac500 sample, an irradiation time noticeably higher (180 min) was necessary to reach the
complete CV decolorization.

With the aim to analyze the influence of zinc acetate nanoparticles produced by SAS technique
as precursor for ZnO particles, the photocatalytic activity data of ZnOac500 and ZnOsas500 were
discussed considering the characterizations results. As pointed out above, the SAS technique is able
to produce ZnAc nanoparticles having a surface area of 20 m2

× g−1, whereas unprocessed ZnAc
is characterized by very large crystals, whose SSA is significantly lower, being equal to 3 m2

× g−1.
These differences influenced the properties of ZnO obtained after the thermal treatment of SAS
ZnAc and unprocessed ZnAc particles at 500 ◦C. In particular, FESEM results showed that the
ZnOsas500 sample had a lower particle size and a higher SSA with respect to ZnOac500, which also
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showed a morphology characterized by irregular tetrapods. These features could explain the superior
photocatalytic performances of the ZnOsas500 sample. In fact, it has been reported that, in most cases,
the enhancement of photocatalytic activity is linked to the increase in SSA values that occurs when
the nanoparticles become smaller [54,55], leading also to the fast charge migration from bulk to the
surface of the photocatalyst since ZnOsas500 particles are regular in structure (Figure 3) [56]. However,
it must be taken into account that, as shown in the FT-IR and Raman spectra, ZnOac500 showed
the presence of organic impurities that instead were totally absent for the ZnOsas500 sample. Since
the CV degradation typically depends on the charge transfer process at photocatalyst interface, the
presence of surface organic impurity may negatively affect the photocatalytic performances [57]. In
particular, the organic impurities in contact with photocatalyst surface could act as radical scavengers,
influencing the charge recombination process [57,58] and hence worsening the photocatalytic activity
of ZnOac500 with respect to ZnOsas500 photocatalyst. It is worthwhile to note that the photocatalytic
performances achieved with ZnOsas500 photocatalyst were better than those reported in some research
papers dealing with the photocatalytic degradation of CV dye using ZnO nanoparticles under UV
irradiation [59,60]. In particular, it was evidenced that the complete CV decolorization was achieved
for irradiation times generally higher than 80 min.

The effect of calcination temperature (Figure 8) on ZnAc micronized by the SAS technique was also
investigated both in terms of CV decolorization (Figure 8a) and total organic carbon (TOC) removal
(Figure 8b). Intentionally, TOC was analyzed together with the CV decolorization, since the rational
pollutants abatement in aqueous matrices should involve also its complete mineralization rather than
its transformation to other species, which could be more toxic than the initial molecule [61]. It is
worthwhile to note that, within 60 min of UV irradiation, ZnOsas500 achieved total CV decolorization
with a TOC removal equal to about 92% after 120 min, showing, therefore, the best photocatalytic
performance under UV light. Moreover, it was possible to observe that the photocatalytic activity of
the calcined ZnOsas samples increased with the increase in the calcination temperature up to 500 ◦C.
Despite ZnOsas300 and ZnOsas400 being characterized by a higher SSA and lower particle size (Table 1)
than ZnOsas500, the lower photocatalytic activity for the photocatalysts calcined at 300 and 400 ◦C
could be ascribed to the presence of organic impurities (as observed from FT-IR spectra) that were
instead absent in the sample calcined at 500 ◦C. On the other hand, the decrease of the photocatalytic
activity observed for the ZnOsas600 sample could be due to the decrease of SSA and the increase of
particle size (Table 1) with respect to ZnOsas500. In summary, the photocatalytic results showed an
optimum calcination temperature able to assure the best photocatalytic performances towards the CV
removal from aqueous solutions (almost total CV decolorization after 60 min).
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Figure 8. (a) Photocatalytic decolorization of crystal violet (CV) and (b) Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
behavior under UV light using zinc oxide (ZnO) from supercritical antisolvent (SAS) zinc acetate (ZnAc)
nanoparticles calcined at 300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

Zinc acetate (ZnAc, purity ≥99%) and crystal violet (CV, purity ≥90%) were supplied by Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, purity 99.8%) was purchased from Carlo
Erba (Milan, Italy). CO2 (purity 99%) was supplied by Morlando Group s.r.l. (Naples, Italy).

3.2. Micronization of ZnAc by SAS Technique and Preparation of ZnO Photocatalysts

ZnAc nanoparticles were produced by means of the SAS process. The homemade laboratory
plant is sketched in Figure 9. The heart of the process is the precipitation chamber (PC), a cylindrical
vessel with an internal volume equal to 500 cm3. Two high-pressure pumps P1 and P2 allow to
feed, respectively, the CO2 (antisolvent) from the tank V1 and the liquid solution (DMSO + ZnAc)
contained in a burette (V2). In particular, the liquid solution is injected in the precipitation chamber
through a stainless steel nozzle with an internal diameter of 100 µm. Instead, the CO2 is pre-cooled
through a refrigerating bath (RB) and, after a preheating, it is delivered to the chamber. The pressure
in the PC is measured by a test gauge manometer (M) and regulated by a micrometering valve (MV).
The operating temperature inside the chamber is ensured by a proportional integral derivative (PID)
controller connected with electrically thin bands. A stainless steel filter, characterized by pores with
a diameter of 0.1 µm, is located at the bottom of the PC to collect the precipitated powders and to
permit the CO2-solvent mixture to pass through. Then, the liquid solvent is recovered in a second
collection vessel (LS), whose pressure (approximately 20 bar) is regulated by a backpressure valve
(BPV). The flow rate of CO2 and its total quantity delivered are measured by a rotameter (R) and a dry
test meter, respectively.Catalysts 2019, 9, 346 11 of 15 
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A typical SAS experiment begins by sending the CO2 to the precipitation chamber until the
desired pressure and temperature are reached. After, pure solvent (DMSO) is injected through the
nozzle up until a quasi-steady state composition of solvent and antisolvent is achieved within the
chamber. Finally, the liquid solution, containing the solute to be micronized, is fed through the nozzle,
leading to the precipitation of the solute. At the end of the solution injection, CO2 continues to flow to
completely remove the solvent residues. After this washing step, the CO2 pumping is stopped, and the
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precipitation chamber is slowly depressurized up to the atmospheric pressure. Thus, the precipitated
powders are collected and characterized.

In order to obtain zinc oxide, ZnAc precursor prepared through SAS micronization was calcined
in a muffle furnace at different temperatures (i.e., at 300, 400, 500, and 600 ◦C) to study the effect of
different calcination conditions. In all cases, ZnAc was calcined for 2 h in air with a heating rate equal
to 2 ◦C ×min−1. Moreover, a comparison with a zinc oxide prepared by the calcination at 500 ◦C of
unprocessed ZnAc (ZnOac500) was also performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the SAS technique
in the production of ZnO photocatalyst.

3.3. Photocatalytic Tests

The photocatalytic tests were conducted in a cylindrical pyrex photoreactor (ID = 2.6 cm, LTOT =

41 cm, and VTOT = 200 mL, Microglass Heim Srl, Naples, Italy). The photoreactor was equipped with
an air distributor device (Qair = 150 cm3

×min−1) and a peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow, Falmouth,
United Kingdom) to maintain continuous recirculation of the suspension inside the reactor. A UV-LEDs
strip (nominal power: 12 W, provided by LEDlightinghut (Shenzhen, China) emitting at 365 nm) was
positioned around and in contact with the external body of the photoreactor in order to irradiate the
volume of the solution uniformly. The initial CV concentration was 10 mg × L−1 while the solution
volume, at the spontaneous pH (about 5.5), was 100 mL. A catalyst amount of 0.15 g was employed for
the tests.

Before the irradiation, the suspension was left in dark conditions for 240 min to provide the
adsorption/desorption equilibrium on the photocatalyst surface and, after this step, the photocatalytic
test was begun by switching on the LEDs, and the overall irradiation time was 180 min. At fixed
run time, almost 2 mL of liquid samples were withdrawn from the photoreactor and the residual CV
concentration was analyzed through a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Evolution 201, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at the wavelength of 583 nm [3]. The total organic carbon (TOC)
of the solutions as a function of irradiation time was measured by the high temperature combustion
method described in our previous work [62].

3.4. Chemical-Physical Characterization Methods

A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, mod. LEO 1525, Carl Zeiss SMT AG,
Oberkochen, Germany) was used to observe the morphology of powders that were previously dispersed
on a carbon tab stuck to an aluminum stub (Agar Scientific, Stansted, United Kingdom) and then
coated with gold-palladium (layer thickness 250 Å) using a sputter coater (mod. 108 A, Agar Scientific).
Considering approximately 1000 particles, mean diameter and standard deviation of particles were
measured from FESEM images using the Sigma Scan Pro image analysis software (v5.0, Aspire Software
International, Ashburn, VA, USA).

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained via M2000 FT-IR (MIDAC Co, Costa Mesa,
CA, USA), at a resolution of 0.5 cm−1. The scan wavenumber range was 4000–450 cm−1, and 16 scan
signals were averaged to reduce the noise. Powder samples were well mixed with potassium bromide
(KBr), which was used as the infrared transparent matrix. The discs, containing about 1 mg of sample
and 100 mg of KBr, were prepared by compressing the powders through a hydraulic press. Laser
Raman spectra were obtained at room temperature with a Dispersive MicroRaman (Invia, Renishaw,
Wotton-under-Edge, United Kingdom), equipped with 514 nm laser, in the range of 100–2000 cm−1

Raman shift. The ultraviolet-visible diffuse reflectance spectra (UV-Vis DRS) of the samples were
recorded using a Perkin Elmer spectrometer Lambda 35 spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA, USA)
using an RSA-PE-20 reflectance spectroscopy accessory (Labsphere Inc., North Sutton, NH, USA). The
band gap values of the samples were determined through the corresponding Kubelka-Munk function
(KM) (which is proportional to the absorption of radiation) and by plotting (KM × h × ν2) against h × ν.
The Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) surface area of the samples was measured from dynamic N2

adsorption measurement at −196 ◦C, performed by a Costech Sorptometer 1042 (Costech International
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S.p.A., Milan, Italy) after pre-treatment for 30 min in He flow at room temperature for the unprocessed
and SAS processed ZnAC and at 150 ◦C for all the calcined samples.

4. Conclusions

This work studied the synthesis of ZnO photocatalyst from thermal decomposition of zinc acetate
(ZnAc) nanoparticles obtained by the supercritical antisolvent (SAS) precipitation method under
different calcination conditions (in the range 300–600 ◦C). The prepared photocatalysts were tested in
the photocatalytic removal of crystal violet dye (CV) under UV irradiation. It was observed that the
SAS technique was able to produce ZnAc in a regular nanometric structure (with a mean diameter
of about 54.5 ± 11.5 nm) having a surface area of 20 m2

× g−1, whereas unprocessed ZnAc was
characterized by very large crystals, whose specific surface area (SSA) was significantly lower and
equal to 3 m2

× g−1. These differences influenced the properties of ZnO obtained after the thermal
treatment of SAS ZnAc and unprocessed ZnAc particles. In fact, morphological analysis showed that
the ZnO samples synthetized by thermal treatment at 500 ◦C of SAS ZnAc were characterized by a
lower particle size (mean diameter: 65.0 ± 14.5 nm) and a higher SSA (12 m2

× g−1) with respect to the
sample obtained by thermal treatment of unprocessed ZnAc particles, which showed a morphology
characterized by irregular tetrapods with mean size equal to 181.1 ± 65.5 nm and SSA equal to
5 m2

× g−1. Moreover, spectroscopic studies showed that organic impurities totally disappeared for the
sample calcined at 500 ◦C (ZnOsas500 sample). These features could explain the superior photocatalytic
performances (complete CV decolorization in 60 min of UV irradiation time and a mineralization
degree higher than 90% after 120 min of treatment time) of the ZnOsas500 sample with respect to the
ZnO obtained from unprocessed ZnAc particles and with respect to the samples obtained at 300 and
400 ◦C calcination temperature. Finally, a higher calcination temperature (600 ◦C) induced a worsening
of the photocatalytic performances due to the decrease of SSA and the increase of particle size with
respect to ZnOsas500.
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